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Book Descriptions:

carvin rx800 manual

Carvin will service INSERT A DAMAGED OR CUT MAIN PLUG INTO A POWER SOCKET. Here are
some brief instructions to get you going quickly.Continuous full power is assured from a 370 sq This
will provide the best pos. These documentations are only intended for qualified technicians who are
aware of the respective safety regulations. Products names, logos, brands and other trademarks are
the property of their respective trademark holders in the USA and other countries. Lastmanuals
provides you a fast and easy access to the user manual CARVIN RX800. We hope that this CARVIN
RX800 user guide will be useful to you. In addition, limiters can increase your amps average output
by 3 db or more.The panel of your unit can be wiped from time to time with a dry or slightly damp
cloth in order to remove dust and bring back the new look. As with all pro gear, avoid prolonged use
in caustic environments salt air. When used in such an environment, be sure the mixer is adequately
protected by a cover. CHANNEL 12 or 8 BYPASSES BREAK SWITCH SEVEN BAND GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER LEFT AMP1 LEFT XLR OUT TO AMP 1 INSERT RIGHT XLR OUTGAIN HI MID LOW
CHANNEL LEVEL EFF SND x2 LINE INS SWITCH L MON 1 TAPE OUT BREAK SWITCH R MAIN LR
LEVELMAIN DSP LEVEL x2 MONITOR 2 LEVELDSP SEND x2 EXTERNAL SEND x2Approved By.
Date Approved. Drawn By. Date DrawnIn any way cant Lastmanuals be held responsible if the
document you are looking for is not available, incomplete, in a different language than yours, or if
the model or language do not match the description. Lastmanuals, for instance, does not offer a
translation service. Hear.Carvin assumes no liability is in lieu of Carvin products. Care should be
connected to a power supply only of the type described in order to factory specifications.
BLUENeutral. BROWNLiveThe Power LED indicates when the mixer is below.Connect the RING
signal to the internal EFFECT 1 and EFFECT 2 processors.The following terms are frequently used
to search for Carvin RX800
support.http://www.gartenstadt-apotheke.com/userfiles/boston-acoustics-cr400-manual.xml

carvin rx800 manual, carvin rx800 manual, carvin rx800 manual download, carvin
rx800 manuals, carvin rx800 manual free, carvin rx800 manual 2017, carvin rx800
manual instructions, carvin rx800 manual online, carvin rx800 manual 2016, carvin
rx800 manual transmission.

If you want to make sure that the CARVIN RX800 is the solution to your problems, make the most of
the help and assistance of other Diplofix users. Its users dont find it efficient., Moreover, most of
them share the same opinion They find it expensive for what it offers Youll find the answers to all
your questions on the CARVIN RX800 in the user manual information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc. Reduce these levels if PEAK LEDs are flashing on the effects processors. The
remaining input channels 17, or 111 are turned OFF eliminating feedback or other unwanted sounds
from open mics during breaks or changes. The LED indicates the MUSIC BREAK is ON. The internal
effects are also muted. The MON 1 and MON 2 level controls adjust the volume of the channel going
to the monitor amps. The monitor level control is a prechannel level control. This means it is
unaffected by adjustments from the channel level. The purpose for this is the monitor mix
adjustments can be made without disturbing the main mix.These function as boost clockwise or cut
counterclockwise controls. The reviews rough results are presented in the following graph 0 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 By leaving the mouse on a column for a few seconds, you can see the number of people
who voted to make up the score that appears in the horizontal axis.The reviews rough results are
presented in the following graph 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 By leaving the mouse on a column for a few
seconds, you can see the number of people who voted to make up the score that appears in the
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horizontal axis.The reviews rough results are presented in the following graph 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
By leaving the mouse on a column for a few seconds, you can see the number of people who voted to
make up the score that appears in the horizontal
axis.http://agse.stlo.free.fr/fichiers/boston-acoustics-cr65-manual.xml

The reviews rough results are presented in the following graph 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 By leaving the
mouse on a column for a few seconds, you can see the number of people who voted to make up the
score that appears in the horizontal axis.All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are
the property of their respective owners. Page Count 4 Please read this manual carefully to take
advantage of the many features of your mixer. A stateofthe art, low noise, high headroom, balanced
XLR preamp for each channel features a common mode rejection of better than 78 dB, which means
that any possible noise that may come over your cables is virtually eliminated. Even the balanced
XLR output connectors guard your system from cable noise for professional recordings or external
power amp connections. Distortion is nearly nonexistent with THD below.1%, which guarantees the
purity of your sound. It will be dynamically open and transparent just like it was meant to be. LIGHT
WEIGHT and EASY TO USE controls are logically laid out, making the RX Series simple to use quick
adjustments can be made easily. Its compact size and weight of 30 lbs.No other competitor in the
industr y offers a higher performance to weight ratio! 4 HIGH CURRENT AMPLIFIERS deliver 300
watts RMS each. A total of 600 watts is delivered to your main speakers, plus two 300 watt amps to
drive your stage monitors for a total of 1200 watts. The RX1200R features a 125k Hz switching
power supply for operating your mixer at any volt age from 90 V AC to 240VAC. Like a laptop
computer, you can go anywhere in the world and not worry about power adapters. 2 INDEPENDENT
24Bit STEREO DSP EFFECTS allow you to independently assign each channel to your choice of
simultaneous effects. Both effects are assignable to your stage monitors so you can hear yourself
with full effects.

The effects processors feature 256 effects each, including reverbs, choruses, flanging and echoes,
with parameters fully adjustable for; damping, decay, depth, speed, regeneration and time. ACTIVE
3 BAND CHANNEL EQ provides easy adjustment for the tone you want. The LO frequency controls
start at 20 Hz and continue through 80 Hz for a solid nonflabby bass. A simple adjustment with the
MID control gives you the best sound for vocals or guitar in the ver y important 750Hz frequency
range. The 11.5k Hz HI treble control adds sparkle to your topend without adding harshness. FOUR
7 BAND EQUALIZERS provide precise adjustments to fine tune your overall sound and to help
control feedback. In addition, limiters can increase your amp’ s average output by 3 db or more. Part
of Carvin’ s design uses the more expensive, distortionfree linear “opto isolators”. Unlike amps that
use FET controlled limiters which can inject small amounts of distortion, our limiters keep your
sound pure and uncolored. ENGINEERED TO LAST Every RX Series mixer is housed in a rugged
rein forced steel rackmountable chassis. Continuous full power is assured from a 370 sq inch,
highgrade 6063T5aluminum heat sink cooled by a quiet variable speed fan. Y ou’ll never have to
worry about protect or power reduction modes. Hidden deep in the heart of these mixers is the
“SMT” Surface Mount T echnology construction that utilizes surface mounted components to
prevent parts from shaking or vibrating loose. Sealed controls and switches guard against the
outside elements while heavy duty connectors provide a positive connection to your cables. Fire
retardant FR4 military spec circuit boards feature doublesided copper construction to guard against
noise and radio frequencies RF. Precision 1% tolerances guarantee that your settings will be
accurate every time. The RX Series is professionally made in the USA for years of service.

RECEIVING INSPECTION—read before getting star ted INSPECT YOUR AMP FOR ANY DAMAGE
which may have occurred during shipping. If any damage is found, please notify the shipping
company and CARVIN immediately. In the event you have to reship your unit, always use the original
carton and packing material. This will provide the best pos sible protection during shipment.
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CARVIN and the shipping company are not liable for any damage caused by improper packing. SA
VE YOUR INVOICE. It will be required for warranty ser vice if needed in the future. SHIPMENT
SHORT AGE. If you find items missing, they may have been shipped sep arately. Please allow several
days for the rest of your order to arrive before inquiring. RECORD THE SERIAL NUMBER on the
enclosed warranty card or below on this man ual for your records. Keep your portion of the card and
return the portion with your name and comments to us.LEVEL x2 STEREO DSP.Care should be
taken s o that objects do not fall and liquids are not spilled into the enclosure through openings. P
OWER SOURCES The appliance should be connected to a power supply only of the type described in
the operating instructions or as marked on the appliance. GROUNDING OR POLARIZA TION
Precautions should be taken so that the grounding or polar i zation means of an appliance is not
defeated. P OWER CORD PROTECTION Power supply cords should be routed so that they are not
likely to b e walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against them, paying particular attention
to cords at plugs, convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the appliance.
SERVICING The user should not attempt to service the appliance beyond that described in the o
perating instructions. All other servicing should be referred to qualified ser vice personnel. F USING
If your unit is equipped with a fuse receptacle, replace only with the same type fuse. Refer to
replacement text on the unit for correct fuse type.

This symbol is intend ed to alert the user to the presence of impor tant operating and maintenance
servicing instructions in the literature accompanying the appliance. LIMITED W ARRANTY Y our
Carvin product is guaranteed against failure for 1 YEAR unless other wise stated. Carvin will ser vice
and supply all parts at no charge to the customer providing the unit is under warranty. Shipping
costs are the responsibility of the customer.This warranty does not cover, and no liability is
assumed, for damage due to natural disasters, accidents, abuse, loss of parts, lack of reasonable
care, incorrect use, or failure to follow instructions. This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties,
expressed or implied. No representative or person is authorized to represent or assume for Carvin
any liability in connection with the sale or ser vicing of Carvin products.Describe in writing each
problem. If your unit is out of warranty, you will be charged the current FLA T RA TE for parts and
labor to bring your unit up to factory spec ifications. MAINT AINING YOUR EQUIPMENT Avoid
spilling liquids or allowing any other foreign matter inside the unit. The panel of your unit can be
wiped from time to time with a dry or slightly damp cloth in order to remove dust and bring back the
new look. When used in such an environment, be sure the mixer is adequately protected by a cover.
Here are some brief instruc tions to get you going quickly. Y our mixer is now ready to operate by
turning the levels up. Examples of these inputs would be guitar, keyboard or CD player. The line
input can be used at the same time the mic input is being used. The “ OUT ” position is for normal
LINE level inputs. Pressing the INSERT switch “ IN ” changes the jack into an INSERT with SEND
and RETURN. Connections are TIPSEND and RINGRETURN. 3. XLR MICROPHONE INPUT The XLR
MIC input is designed for balanced low impedance microphone and DIRECT OUT signals.

Note Make sure the phantom power is switched off dis charged for at least 5 seconds before
connecting or discon necting microphones to the mixer. 4. CHANNEL LEVEL CONTROL The LEVEL
control adjusts the volume of the channel before going to the P AN control. With a LOUD input
signal, loud vocal, hard hits on drums, etc. turn up the GAIN control until a strong signal is present.
If the “ PK ” LED shows or distort ion is hear d, the input stage is being overdriven. The mon itor
level control is a prechannel level control. This means it is unaf f ected by adjustments from the
channel level. The purpose for this is the monitor mix adjustments can be made without disturbing
the main mix. 9. CHANNEL TONE CONTROLS Each channel features active 3band tone controls LO,
MID, and HI. These function as boost clockwise or cut count er clockwise controls. The center 0 is
the “flat” or no effect position. The LO and HI controls are shelving type with corner frequencies at
80Hz and 11.5k Hz respectively. The MID control is a band pass type centered at 750Hz.This allows
prerecorded music to be played through the T APE IN jacks. The channel 8 or 12 MIC and LINE



inputs are left active for announcements or solo performers. Th e r ema ini ng in put channels 17, or
111 are turned OFF el im in at in g feedback or other unwanted sounds from open mics during
breaks or changes. Use this output for additional power amps or amplified subwoofer. 17. SUB
XOVER SWITCH The SUB XOVER crossover switch removes all frequencies above 120Hz for
connecting the MONOSUB output to an am pl if ied s ub wo ofe r. These T APE IN jacks can also be
used for returning another stereo effects processor or instrument keyboard. If the T APE OUT is
being used to record, make sure the T APE IN control is turned OFF to avoid feedback.The
MONITOR 12 levels control the amount of effects that go to the MONITOR outputs.

EFFECT P ARAMETERS Each of the four effects have variable parameters that are easily adjusted
by t h e SELECT and the PARAMETER controls t o g et the desired effect. Note An audible noise will
be heard while adjusting the effects. A ECHO Use SELECT to change the amount of regeneration
number of repeats. The P ARAMETER control adjusts the delay time between the original signal and
the echo. B REVERB SELECT the amount of presence high frequen cies in the reverb. The P
ARAMETER control adjusts decay. C CHORUS SELECT the amount of reverb with your chorus. The
P ARAMETER control adjusts the depth. D FLANGE S ELECT the amount of speed with your flange
phasing effect. These are the same signals sent to the internal EFFECT 1 and EFFECT 2 processors.
21. AMP CLIP LED’ s The amp CLIP LEDs indicate when the internal power amps are starting to
distort clip.If you encounter an over heat problem, leave the mixer ON allowing the fan to cool down
the internal components. The mixer will autoreset. 23. POWER LED The Power LED indicates when
the mixer is powered on. 24. ADJUSTING THE GRAPHIC EQUALIZER When the EQ sliders are in
their center position, they do not affect the audio signal. When EQ sliders are raised or low ered
from this position, they boost or cut respectively a nar row frequency band. T o reduce feedback in
the low fre quency range, try lowering one of the 80 or 160 Hz sliders. High frequency feedback is
usually reduced by lowering one of the 2k or 6k Hz sliders. T o help prevent feedback, the main
speakers should be placed in front and away from the microphones. For tone enhancement you may
want to raise the 80, 160 for deeper bass and the 6k, 12k sliders for crisper highs form ing a “smile”
cur ve as shown. 25. EFFECTS FOOT SWITCH JACK The optional FS22 will remotely shut off
EFFECTS 1 or 2. 2 6. PHANTOM POWER S WITCH A N D LED The PHANTOM power switch turns
on the microphone phantom power in the channel XLR jacks.

This power is used for supplying a voltage to condenser microphones. The LED indicates the
phantom power is turned on. The phantom power will not damage conventional dynamic microph
ones. Note Make sure the phantom power is switched off before connecting or disconnecting micro
phones to the mixer. It is recommended to allow 5 seconds for the phantom power to discharge
before making any microphone connections. REAR P ANEL FEA TURES RX1200, RX800 2 7. POWER
CONNECTIONS The rear panel contains the POWER SWITCH and AC power cable connection. 28.
AMP P A TCH INSERTS The AMP P A TCH INSER T jacks offer full flexibility for mixer to amp signal
routing. These jacks are T RS TipRingSleeve. T ip is the power amp input. Ring is the signal sent
from the mixer. The built in power amp limiters are post insert. Patching a compressor or equalizer
between the mixer and the amp can be done by using a stereo insert cable like Carvin’ s AP1 .
Connect the RING signal to the INPUT of the external device, and the TIP signal from the OUTPUT
of the device. SPEAKER CONNECTIONS For the RX800 and RX1200, there are 4 groups of speaker
jacks. AMP 1 is for LEFT speakers. AMP 2 is for RIGHT speakers. AMP 3 is for MONITOR 1
speakers. AMP 4 is for MONITOR 2 speakers. NOTE 4 MIN IMPEDANCE PER AMPLIFIER Maximum
one 4. Just preview or download the desired file. This ebooks is under topic such as boss audio
bv9360b car videos owners manual carvin cx872 manual govanlight copart maintenance schedules.
3 Preview Download Boss Audio Rev 155 Car Amplifiers Owners Manual enviro The best ebooks
about Boss Audio Rev 155 Car Amplifiers Owners Manual that you.If you came here in hopes of
downloading Boss Audio Cw1000 Car. Discover everything Scribd has to offer, including books and
audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.



Report this Document Download Now save Save Maestro Echoplex Schematic For Later 0 ratings
0% found this document useful 0 votes 13 views 1 page Maestro Echoplex Schematic Uploaded by
dod Description schematic Full description save Save Maestro Echoplex Schematic For Later 0% 0%
found this document useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0% found this document not useful,
Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page
1 of 1 Search inside document Scribd members can read and download full documents. Your first
days are free. Continue Reading with Trial Share this document Share or Embed Document Sharing
Options Share on Facebook, opens a new window Share on Twitter, opens a new window Share on
LinkedIn, opens a new window Share with Email, opens mail client Copy Text Footer Menu Back To
Top About About Scribd Press Our blog Join our team. Browse Books Site Directory Site Language
English Change Language English Change Language. With these schematics you can easily find the
problem if you have little electronic knowledge. This DVD PC and Mac compatible contents more
than 450 PDF files Adobe Reader XI !!!. The files are not compressed to save on DVD cost. You will
see all the files as you open it in your PC or Mac computer. All the files are listed by models
numbers, so very easy to find the critical information. You will always have all the informations of
your gear with you to give to your repair shop. Note Shipping time is about 26 weeks in average all
around the world by regular air postal service. All files are in PDF Adobe Reader XI version that can
be easily downloaded free on the web. Need all those files fast by email. No problem, just send me a
message when you will buy. In this case, a dropbox download link will be send 220MB, but no DVD
will be shipped by mail FOR CANADIAN BUYERS ONLY SALES TAXES GST, PST, HST will be added
in the Ebay final invoice. No Sales Taxes for USA and International buyers.

If you need 1 or 2 service schematics file to beging a fast repair or If you need specific model not on
the list below, just send me a message and I will be pleased to help you.Super high amount of views.
37 sold, 3 available. More Super high amount of views. 37 sold, 3 available. You are the light of the
world. Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt
end up there. Please also check your spam folder. With 8 heavy duty ten inch woofers and an
adjustable 1” Titanium HF Driver, your sound will be crisp and clear even at the highest sound
pressure levels.Just rock it back and roll it off stage. In the event you have to reship your unit,
always use the original carton and packing material. This will provide the best possible protection
during shipment. CARVIN and the shipping company are not liable for any damage caused by
improper packing. SHIPMENT SHORTAGE. If you find items missing, they may have been shipped
separately. Please allow several days for the rest of your order to arrive before inquiring. Keep your
portion of the card and return the portion with your name and comments to us. This will allow you to
cut high frequencies in 3dB increments to customize the cabinet output. Be sure to note the total
impedance to the amp so it is not lower than it’s recommended impedance. Excessive power will
destroy drivers. 2 DISTORTION from power amps will destroy drivers much faster than clean power.
3 WATER, MOISTURE, and DUST are harmful to drivers causing failure which is not covered under
warranty. Warranty coverage is limited to original manufactures defects only. WARRANTY DOES
NOT COVER 1 Opened or burned voice coils. 2 Torn cones caused by improper packing or abuse. 3
Damage from rain, moisture, ETC. When returning defective drivers, remove them from the
enclosure to reduce shipping costs. DO NOT stuff paper into the drivers. Return prepaid by UPS.
Include your address and description of the problem.

Your drivers will be returned COD for the cost of shipping and reconditioning if not covered under
warranty. There are 8 channels with complete control over gain struction and EQ.not to mention
built in effects!! Also, there are 4 300 watt power amps for 1200 watts of clean power.very nice
indeed. Each Power amp has its own 7 band EQ for great control of your sound. Effects, tons of tonal
control, lots of power, all the input and output options you will need, whats not to love How about
the fact this mixer comes mounted in a Road Warrior hard road case with locking lids.now this is the
complete package. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until



you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more
See the sellers listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 3. Recommended seller!!! Recommend ! All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy,
Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. I’ve been updating my list with more
exciting bidding offers. See this fantastic Carvin R. We are on vacation and i can not ship this until
the end of may thanks for understanding.

The only thing really missing is just a plastic cover on one of the knobs but overall it’s in good
working condi. Though i usually have free postage on my items it obviously costs and as. I am here
to offer my carvin powered mixer for auction. The price I am offering is 100. You can enjoy shipping
across the U.S. look tho. Bought new, its been a great mixer for live gigs and practice, just recently
lost a speaker channel. Application premier collectionworld wide new conceptmake it possible to lo.
No cooling fans here, these babies use huge heat sinks with mons.Terms of sales days money back
guarantee we offer a days money. VINTAGE CARVIN MIXER MP600 6 They are in used condition.
Comes from a smoke free home. Available for just 399.99. Thanks for looking!. Please check your
custom regulations before buying a product But i hate high prices on clist wtf, so. The return
postage cost will be at the expense of the customer and will not be reimbursed in any way See
picture you can collect in person from kippax leeds or i will send by courier if you want it sent by
courier Asking price is 699. So Grab yourself a bargain. Any question Plea. Uk postage is by nd class
signed for to be as safe as possible as i do not want missing parcels. Sing to the Lord with the harp,
and theThis time out, Steve requested that Carvin install special grill clothSteve also worked with
Carvin’s engineeringNow, he can monitor his amp without relying on the house sound system. His
new floor monitor features 3 Celestion VintageSep 07. Sep 08. Sep 09. Sep 10. Sep 11. Sep 12. Sep
14. Sep 15. Sep 16. Sep 19. Sep 20. Sep 21. Sep 22. Las Vegas, House of Blues. Tempe, Marquee
Theatre. Anaheim, The Grove. San Diego, Viejas. Los Angeles, Wiltern Theatre. San Francisco, The
Fillmore. Portland, Roseland Theatre. Seattle, Moore Theater. Vancouver, Commodore Ballroom.
Minneapolis, State Theatre. Milwaukee, Pabst Theatre. Chicago, House of Blues. Royal Oak, MI
Royal Oak Music Theatre. Sep 23. Sep 24. Sep 25.

Sep 27. Sep 28. Sep 29. Sep 30. Oct 02. Oct 03. Oct 04. Oct 05. Oct 06. Toronto, Massey Hall.
Buffalo,Univ. Buffalo Center For Arts. New York, Hammerstein Ballroom. Philadelphia, Keswick
Theatre. Sayreville, NJ Starland Ballroom. Atlantic City, Borgata Theatre. Alexandria, Birchmere
Bandstand. Albany, Center for the Perf Art. Hartford, Webster Theatre. Boston, Berklee Performance
Center. Providence, Lupo’s Heartbreak Hotel. Westbury, North Fork TheatreCard and take
advantage of this specialWhat are you waiting for. Start playingYou can immediately use your new.
Carvin Card to order gear today, subject toApplies to purchases of Carvin products made onIf you
fail to satisfyAPR is 23.99% as of June 28, 2005. Fixed APRMinimum finance chargeWith sadness,
the announcementQuality is our biggest advantage. We back everything we sell andCheck out our
factory tour at www.Why buy Carvin Because you areSince 1946,Candy Coburn. Described as the
indie female presence country music has been waiting for, Candy Coburn’s passionate,As a
performer, she’s opened. McEntire, Josh Turner, plus Blake Shelton, and herCandy’s single “Hard to
be Good in Texas” is climbing the Texas Music Charts and is currently numberCandy’s favorite color
is green, and even her Carvin. It features a quilted Maple top with Carvin’s Emerald. Green
translucent finish a standard Custom Shop colorAs one would expect, Candy maintains a hectic



schedule. Recent appearances include live radio and televisionBelgium, Candy Coburn is one very
busy artist!Stagemate 4 CH 100w Battery System. Includes the S400, 810 extension speaker,
includes FREE ProKit2.Great for outdoors. Rear viewSealed leadacidMonitor. Every system is
designedProKit3ProKit3 includes our best 2 M68 mics, 2 speaker stands, 2. PRO20XLR mic cables, 2
PRO50S speaker cables.XP880 MixerPeavey, Yamaha, and others that IPRO20XLR mic cables, 2
PRO50S speaker cables.

Lightweight 20 Lbs rugged recessed handleThe RX series eliminates a host of outboard gear by
providing four power amps 300w x 4 plus twoUnlike so many portableLeave the racks of
gearRX1200 system. We savedRack GearAC120S SPECIFICATIONS All steelDynamic Range 107dB,
Connectors Balanced XLR. Power SupplyEffects 256 per processor, Parameters Regeneration, Time.
Decay, Depth, Speed, Damping, Reverb Level, DynamicConstruction All steel.SPEAKER RELAYS
protection circuit immediately. AC OPERATION 120VAC models 90V to 130V 60. Hz. 240VAC models
190V to 260V 50Hz SIZE 1UTypical rear panelOpto LimiterBinding Post. Rack SpaceThese 2U amps
perform better than any amp in their price range. Features include Binding post and quarterinch
jacks for easy speaker connections; quarterinch balanced and XLR balanced inputs, ground lift, plus
parallelHD9008 200w, 4 300w, 2 450w, 4 bridged 900w WT 22 lbs. HD18008 350w, 4 600w, 2 900w,
4 bridged 1800w WT 26 lbs.Neodymium Drivers. At first glance, the LM series loudspeakers may
look ordinary. However, thereOffering premiumEquipped with pole cups andCarvin’s LM Series—
theLightweight, High efficiency performanceYou get an incredible sound right out of the box. Not
toLM12 26 Lbs. LM12A 34 Lbs. LM15 31 Lbs. LM15A 39 Lbs.BiampBiampOpt otswitc. FoOptio
tswitch. FooRear view. Side viewUseable LF. Sensitivity. Passive Models. Passive Models PW. Active
Models. Coverage Angles. Protection CircuitsEnclosure Type. Enlosure. Suspension mounts.
Dimensions. Net WeightLF 300Wrms, HF 50Wrms. HI, LOW, semiparametric MID. Vented.
Polypropylene. Four pointsLM12 26 Lbs. LM12A 34 Lbs.LF 300Wrms, HF 50Wrms. Four pointsLM15
31 Lbs. LM15A 39 Lbs.


